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The maximum distance of point-to-point quantum communication is limited by unavoidable loss of 
quantum information in the quantum channel due to attenuation. A potential solution to overcome this 
limitation is the use of quantum repeaters. This report compares efforts being undertaken in Q-
ESSENCE to develop new quantum memories (QM) and light-matter interfaces suitable for 
integration in quantum repeater architectures and to highlight links to technologies developed in 
WP2.1 (Quantum optical detectors and random number generators) and WP2.2 (Quantum light-
sources).  

The approaches to quantum memories represented in Q-ESSENCE are quite diverse, including solid-
state atomic ensembles in rare-earth doped crystals (UNIGE), single trapped atoms (LMU), 
semiconductor quantum dots in optical micro-cavities (Trel, UoB), room-temperature atomic gases 
(UOXF, UCPH, UWAW), and optical phonons in bulk diamond (UOXF). In order to perform a 
meaningful comparison we employ a recently developed common language [Simon10]. Table 1 
summarizes and compares updated achievements of all project partners. Recent achievements on the 
demonstration of entanglement between remote QM are high-lighted in red.  
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RE-AFC 
(UNIGE) 
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Table 1: Overview of different approaches to quantum memories and interfaces represented in Q-Essence. 
The numbers shown are the best values that have been achieved by the members of the project. Approach: (RE-
AFC – atomic frequency comb with ensembles of rare-earth doped crystals at cryogenic temperatures (UNIGE); 
single optically trapped atoms in free space (LMU); Raman memory in room temperature atomic ensembles 
(UOXF, UWAW); Raman memory in room temperature bulk diamond (UOXF); Q-dots – Quantum dots in 
optical cavities (Trel, UoB); Dispersive light-matter interaction with room-temperature atomic ensembles 
(UCPH). Efficiency: The first number gives the achieved probability to write photonic quantum information 
(QI) into the quantum memory, the second number in parentheses gives the achieved probability to reconvert the 
stored QI into a flying light-field. Measurement: in some approaches  (e.g. single trapped atoms) it is possible to 
measure the stored state in a way that is different from retrieving the stored light. Fidelity: The given numbers 
are achieved write-in and read-out (in parentheses) fidelities. Optical bandwidth: Achieved bandwidth of the 
light that can be stored and retrieved. Potential numbers are in parentheses. Storage time: The given numbers 
are actually achieved T2 dephasing times. Potentially expected experimental values are given in parentheses. 
MM-capacity: Demonstrated and potential (in parentheses) numbers of stored signals in multiple modes. Light-



matter-interface: If a heralded/deterministic light-matter interface was demonstrated the number gives the 
experimental repetition rate. Entanglement betw. remote QMs: If entanglement (heralded/deterministic) 
between remote quantum memories was demonstrated the actually achieved physical distance and the 
experimental repetition rate are given. Potential Applications and links to technologies in WP2.1 and WP2.2: 
Q-Rep – Quantum repeater; LHF Bell test – loophole free Bell test; SPS – single photon source; PPS – photon 
pair source. 
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Entangling Macroscopic Diamonds
at Room Temperature
K. C. Lee,1* M. R. Sprague,1* B. J. Sussman,2 J. Nunn,1 N. K. Langford,1 X.-M. Jin,1,3

T. Champion,1 P. Michelberger,1 K. F. Reim,1 D. England,1 D. Jaksch,1,3 I. A. Walmsley1†

Quantum entanglement in the motion of macroscopic solid bodies has implications both for
quantum technologies and foundational studies of the boundary between the quantum and
classical worlds. Entanglement is usually fragile in room-temperature solids, owing to strong
interactions both internally and with the noisy environment. We generated motional entanglement
between vibrational states of two spatially separated, millimeter-sized diamonds at room
temperature. By measuring strong nonclassical correlations between Raman-scattered photons,
we showed that the quantum state of the diamonds has positive concurrence with 98% probability.
Our results show that entanglement can persist in the classical context of moving macroscopic
solids in ambient conditions.

Our intuition about the nature of the phys-
ical world is strongly conditioned by
the experience that macroscopic solids

move according to the rules of classical mechan-
ics. Quantum theory, however, asserts that super-
positions and entanglement are possible even for
large objects. Therefore, exploration of the persist-
ence of quantum correlations in the traditionally
classical realm is important for both fundamental
science and technology, because of the impli-
cations for physics beyond conventional quan-
tum mechanics (1) and for quantum information
processing, which requires sustained coherence
across many particles (2).

The two main barriers for creating superpo-
sitions and entanglement in the mechanical mo-
tion of macroscopic systems are strong internal
interactions, which complicate the dynamics, and
strong coupling with the environment, which
leads to short decoherence times. The standard

approach is to design systems with well-defined
and long-lived normal modes that can be selec-
tively excited, and then to cool them to remove
thermal noise and isolate them from the environ-
ment. Substantial progress has been made toward
demonstrating strong quantum signatures in larger
systems—for example, in optomechanical (3–5),
molecular (6), and superconducting (7) systems.
Mechanical oscillators can now be cooled to the
thermal ground state (7–9).

A different approach is required, however,
to reveal quantum features in the motion of “or-
dinary” solids in the high-entropy environment
present at ambient conditions. Without a spe-
cially engineered system, measurements must be
made on time scales shorter than the character-
istically fast coherence decay times of a real-world
system. This can be achieved with ultrashort op-
tical pulses. Recent studies of quantum coherence
in biology have used ultrafast probes and inter-
ference measurements to establish the persist-
ence of quantum behavior in naturally occurring
bulk systems (10, 11). To probe entanglement,
however, it is also necessary to access the cor-
relations of the excited modes.

We study excitations of the optical phonon
mode in diamond, a bulk vibration consisting

of two counter-oscillating sublattices within the
diamond structure. The optical phonons are mac-
roscopic, persistent excitations distributed over
∼1016 atoms within the crystals. The phonons have
a very high carrier frequency of 40 THz owing
to the extremely strong interactions between neigh-
boring atoms, giving rise to a mechanically stiff
lattice. This large energy, compatible with the ul-
trashort pulses in our experiment (bandwidth
∼7 THz), also eliminates the need for cooling or
optical pumping, because thermal excitations are
negligible at room temperature. The specific ex-
perimental protocol that we use is based on the
well-known DLCZ scheme (12) and previous
pioneering experiments in cold atomic ensem-
bles (13–16). We first create a phonon via spon-
taneous Raman scattering from a strong optical
pump pulse, an event that is simultaneously ac-
companied by the emission of a Stokes photon
(red-shifted from the pump). After this interac-
tion, the joint state of the diamond and the
Stokes mode can be written as

��ys

�
≈
�
1þ ess

†(ts)b
†(ts)

���vac
� ð1Þ

where |es|
2 << 1 is the scattering probability

and |vac〉 = |vacopt〉 ⊗ |vacvib〉 is the joint op-
tical and vibrational vacuum state containing
no photons and no phonons; s and b are the
bosonic annihilation operators for the Stokes
and phonon modes, respectively, evaluated at
the time ts when the pump pulse exits the dia-
mond. Equation 1 describes an entangled state
of optical and material modes, which is already
nonclassical. To entangle two diamonds, we simul-
taneously pump two separate crystals—producing
the state |Ys〉 = |ysL〉|ysR〉, where L and R denote
the left and right diamonds, respectively—and
we combine their Stokes modes on a polarizing
beamsplitter (Fig. 1). The Stokes modes are caused
to interfere with relative phase ϕs by means of a
half-wave plate and polarizer. Detection of a
Stokes photon at a detector Ds placed behind
the polarizer corresponds to application of the
measurement (17) E = 〈vacopt|s(t′s), where t′s is
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the time at which the Stokes photon strikes Ds.
Tracking the evolution of the Stokes operator
through the optical setup s(t′s) = sL(ts) + eiϕssR(ts)
[neglecting normalization and global phases; see
(18)], we obtain the state

E
��ys

� ¼ �
b†L(ts) þ e−iϕs b†R(ts)

���vacvib
� ð2Þ

which is an entangled state of the two diamonds
at ts containing a single phonon excitation dis-
tributed across the two crystals.

Observing a Stokes-scattered photon at Ds

therefore allows us to infer the presence of en-
tanglement between the diamonds. We then test
this inference by directing strong probe pulses
into the crystals at a time T = 350 fs after ts, which
is short compared to the coherence lifetime of
7 ps (19). Unlike similar experiments with atomic
ensembles, the diamonds must be probed be-
fore the Stokes photon has reached Ds (18). The
conventional time ordering could be recovered
with the use of a chip-scale interferometer (20)
and fast detectors (21). With small probability
|ea|

2 << 1 the phonon is converted into a 40-
THz blue-shifted anti-Stokes photon, b → b +
eaa, so that the joint state of the diamonds and
anti-Stokes modes is
��ya

� ¼ �
b†L(ta) þ e−iϕsb†R(ta) þ
ea
�
a†L(ta) þ e−iϕsa†R(ta)

����vac
� ð3Þ

where a is the annihilation operator for an anti-
Stokes photon, and ta = ts + T. The anti-Stokes

modes are combined on a polarizing beamsplit-
ter, and interfered, with a controllable phase ϕa,
by means of a half-wave plate and another po-
larizing beamsplitter. The numbers of anti-Stokes
photons, NT, that are detected emerging from the
two output ports are given by |〈vac|aT(ta′)|Ya〉|

2 º

ea
2sin2[(ϕa + ϕs + p T p)/2], where aT(t′a) ¼

½aL(ta) T eiϕaaR(ta)�=
ffiffiffi
2

p
and ta′ is the time at

which anti-Stokes photons are detected. We use
the copropagating pump and probe fields to
actively stabilize ϕs and ϕa separately, so that
the entanglement generation and verification

Fig. 1. Schematic of the experimental layout for generating entanglement be-
tween two diamonds. A pump pulse is split by the beamsplitter BS and focused
onto two spatially separated diamonds. Optical phonons are created by sponta-
neous Raman scattering, generating the orthogonally polarized heralding Stokes
fields sL, sR [see inset (A): |n〉 represents phonon number states in diamond].
Polarization beamsplitter PBS1 combines the spatial paths, and the half-wave
plate HWP rotates and mixes the fields on PBS3, which are then directed into the
single-photon detector Ds. A probe pulse, with programmable delay, coherently

maps the optical phonon into the orthogonally polarized anti-Stokes fields aL, aR
[see inset (A)], which are similarly combined and mixed on PBS2 and PBS4, and
detected on the detectors Da+, Da−. The relative phase ϕa between the fields aL,R
is controlled by a sequence of quarter- and half-wave plates (18). Rejected pump
beams from PBS1,2 are used to stabilize the interferometer. Displacements of
neighboring atoms from their equilibrium positions are anticorrelated in the
optical phonon mode [see inset (B)], with a vibrational period of 25 fs in
diamond. Inset (C) shows one of the diamond samples, with a coin for scale.

Fig. 2. Coincidence between herald and readout photons. The visibility is V = (61 T 3)% for N+ and V =
(55 T 3)% for N−. The difference in visibility between the measurement sets we attribute to the different
rate of accidental coincidences between the two detectors. Error bars on the plot are estimated from the
standard deviation of a Poissonian process.
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processes are independent (22). The sinusoidal
oscillations of NT with the phase ϕa, indicating
that the coherence between the two diamond
modes has been preserved, are plotted in Fig. 2
for the Stokes detector Ds.

The fringe visibility is V = (61 T 3)% (for N+),
which, when compared to the theoretical max-
imum of ∼75% (18) for a two-mode squeezed
state, implies thatwe have twowell-definedmodes,
with good mode overlap between the Raman-
scatteredmodes interfered from the two diamonds.
Causes of decorrelation include spontaneous emis-
sion of anti-Stokes photons (18) and decoherence
of the phonon, as well as limited coupling effi-
ciency due to scattering into higher-order spatial
modes, indicating that our measurement repre-

sents a lower bound on the intrinsic correlation
between the phonons.

To verify entanglement between the two pho-
non modes of the diamonds, we examine the en-
tanglement between the Stokes and anti-Stokes
photons (here we consider only N+ from Fig. 2).
Because the phonon-to-photon mapping is a lo-
cal operation (acting separately on each diamond)
that cannot increase entanglement (16), the pho-
ton entanglement is a strict lower bound to the
phonon entanglement. Therefore, considering the
photon modes, we must show that the probabil-
ity of generating higher-order terms is inconsist-
ent with any separable state (e.g., of the form
|Ya〉 = (1 + eaaL

†)(1 + eaaR
†)|vac〉). That is, the

probability of twin anti-Stokes readout detection

events (aL
†aR

†| vac〉) must be shown to be suffi-
ciently small compared to the single anti-Stokes
detection probability.

To formalize this argument, we evaluate the
concurrence (23), which is a monotonic measure
of two-qubit entanglement that is zero for any
separable state and positive for all entangled states.
Here the concurrence is defined over a subspace
that consists of detecting zero or one anti-Stokes
photon at the two detectors heralded on the de-
tection of a Stokes photon. We assume that the
density matrix r describing the joint state of the
anti-Stokes modes has the form shown in Fig. 3.
The indices [0,1] indicate the number of pho-
tons detected in the anti-Stokes mode generated
from diamond [L,R], conditioned on detecting a
Stokes photon with detector Ds. The off-diagonal
coherence d between aL

†|vac〉 and aR
†|vac〉 is

estimated to be d = V( p01 + p10)/2, and all other
terms are set to zero. This makes our estimate
of the amount of entanglement conservative,
as nonzero elements can only increase the con-
currence (16). Higher-order photon number con-
tributions are neglected. With these assumptions,
the concurrence provides a strict lower bound to
the entanglement between the diamonds (16).

The concurrence of r is therefore (16, 23)

C ¼ 2 max(jdj − ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p00p11

p
,0) ð4Þ

We estimate the concurrence to be (5.2 T 2.6) ×
10−6, which is on the order of the maximum
value of the concurrence (for V = 1, and p11 = 0
we have Cmax = p01 + p10 = 2.3 × 10−5). The
maximum value is limited by coupling and de-
tector efficiencies and the readout probability
(the probability of converting a phonon into an
anti-Stokes photon, conditioned on detecting a
Stokes photon).

To determine our confidence in concluding
that the system is entangled, we calculate the
Poissonian confidence level (24) for positive con-
currence when we detect X twin readout events

Fig. 3. Density matrix of the heralded anti-Stokes modes. The density matrix elements are p00 = 1 −
2.3 × 10−5, p01 = 1.2 × 10−5, p10 = 1.1 × 10−5, d = 7.0 T 0.3 × 10−6, p11 = 2.0 T 1.1 × 10−11. The
diagonal element probabilities are maximum likelihood estimates, measured with no interference
between the anti-Stokes modes of the two diamonds. No corrections for background counts, accidental
coincidences, or system inefficiencies were made in these measurements.. The higher-order term is
inherent to the process of spontaneous emission, and the vacuum component is related to the anti-
Stokes readout, collection, and detector efficiencies.

Fig. 4. Reconstructed real (Re) and imaginary (Im) components of the
joint polarization state of the Stokes and anti-Stokes modes, projected
into the subspace containing one photon in each mode. HV, for example,
indicates a horizontally polarized Stokes photon and vertically polarized
anti-Stokes photon, where polarization is used to encode the time ordering

of pulses [see SOM (18)] The state appears to be highly entangled in po-
larization after postselection of this subspace, which demonstrates strong
coherence between the diamonds, suggestive of near-maximal entangle-
ment. This complements the evidence for genuine entanglement provided
by Fig. 3.
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(aL
†aR

†|vac〉) given an expected mean number of
events m0 = d2Nps consistent with zero concur-
rence, where ps = 1.0 × 10−3 is the probability
of generating a Stokes heralding photon and N
is the number of experimental runs. Our results
(X = 3, N = 1.9 × 1014, and m0 = 9.1 T 0.9) indicate
positive concurrence at a 98 T 1%confidence level.
Therefore, based on this detection of entangle-
ment between Stokes and anti-Stokes modes, we
can infer entanglement between the phononmodes
of two macroscopic solids at room temperature.

Finally, we examine the quality of entangle-
ment generated between the diamonds by ne-
glecting the vacuum component in Fig. 3, which
is only caused by inefficiencies in coupling, de-
tection, and readout of the anti-Stokes mode. To
do this, we performed quantum state tomog-
raphy (25) on the joint polarization state of the
Stokes and anti-Stokes modes, postselecting on
the detection of both photons. The reconstructed
state is shown in Fig. 4, and we have subtracted
accidental coincidences calculated from the Stokes
and anti-Stokes singles rates. These results provide
a more complete estimate of the coherence be-
tween the two modes than the interference fringes
in Fig. 2. The concurrence of this subspace, 0.85,
provides an estimate of the achievable entangle-
ment between the two diamond phonon modes
as the readout efficiency, coupling, and detector
efficiencies approach unity (i.e., p00 → 0). Fur-
ther, the fidelity to the nearest Bell state ½jHV 〉þ

jVH〉�= ffiffiffi
2

p
is 0.91. However, in the presence of

real coupling and detection losses, the existence
of entanglement can only be inferred from the
density matrix in Fig. 3 (22).

In our experiment, short-lived quantum cor-
relations were revealed by combining an ul-
trafast interferometric pump-probe scheme with
photon-counting techniques. The large optical
bandwidth enabled the resolution of extremely
fast dynamics in the solids, and also operation
at high data rates, providing sufficient statistics
to establish entanglement even in the presence
of losses. This approach lays the foundation for
future studies of quantum phenomena in many-
body, strongly interacting systems coupled to strong-
ly decohering environments and points toward a
novel platform for ultrafast quantum information
processing at room temperature.
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Enhancing Hydrogen Evolution Activity
in Water Splitting by Tailoring
Li+-Ni(OH)2-Pt Interfaces
Ram Subbaraman,1,2 Dusan Tripkovic,1 Dusan Strmcnik,1 Kee-Chul Chang,1

Masanobu Uchimura,1,3 Arvydas P. Paulikas,1 Vojislav Stamenkovic,1 Nenad M. Markovic1*

Improving the sluggish kinetics for the electrochemical reduction of water to molecular hydrogen in
alkaline environments is one key to reducing the high overpotentials and associated energy losses in
water-alkali and chlor-alkali electrolyzers. We found that a controlled arrangement of nanometer-scale Ni
(OH)2 clusters on platinum electrode surfaces manifests a factor of 8 activity increase in catalyzing the
hydrogen evolution reaction relative to state-of-the-art metal and metal-oxide catalysts. In a bifunctional
effect, the edges of the Ni(OH)2 clusters promoted the dissociation of water and the production of
hydrogen intermediates that then adsorbed on the nearby Pt surfaces and recombined into molecular
hydrogen. The generation of these hydrogen intermediates could be further enhanced via Li+-induced
destabilization of the HO–H bond, resulting in a factor of 10 total increase in activity.

Electrocatalysis of the hydrogen evolution
reaction (HER) is critical to the operation
ofwater-alkali electrolyzers (1–6), inwhich

hydrogen is the main product, and chlor-alkali
electrolyzers (5, 6), in which it is a side product.

These two technologies are highly energy-intensive
and are known to account for ~25 to 30% (87,600
to 92,000GWh/year) of the total electrical energy
consumption by industrial processes in the United
States (3, 7). The HER is also an electrochemical
reaction of fundamental scientific importance; the
basic laws of electrode kinetics, as well as many
modern concepts in electrocatalysis, were devel-
oped and verified by examining the reactionmech-
anisms related to the charge transfer–induced
conversion of protons (in acid solutions) and wa-
ter (in alkaline solutions) to molecular hydrogen.

Although previous studies have helped to ra-
tionalize which surface properties govern the
variations in reactivity among catalysts (8–12),
many key questions concerning the HER remain
unanswered. For example, it is not clear why the
rate of the HER is ~2 to 3 orders of magnitude
lower at pH = 13 than at pH = 1, nor why the
reaction is sensitive to the catalyst surface structure
in alkaline media but largely insensitive in acids
(13–17).A practical implication of the slowkinetics
in alkaline solution is the lower energy efficiency
for both water-alkali and chlor-alkali electrolyzers.
For water-alkali electrolyzers, the high overpoten-
tials for the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) at
the anode also contribute significantly overall
energy losses (18). This has led to various ap-
proaches to identify catalysts for both the OER
and HER. However, such design strategies
have rarely been based on molecular-level
understanding of the reaction pathways. In
addition, the influence of noncovalent (van der
Waals–type) interactions on the overall kinetics
of the HER has been underexplored, particu-
larly in light of recent studies highlighting the
impact of noncovalent interactions on the rates
of many electrochemical reactions such as the
oxygen reduction reaction, together with CO
and methanol oxidation reactions (19–22).

Currently, various combinations ofmetals (Pt,
Pd, Ir, Ru, Ag, Ni), metal alloys (Ni-Co, Ni-Mn,
Ni-Mo), metal oxides (RuO2), and Ni sulfides
and phosphides are used to catalyze the conver-

1Materials Science Division, Argonne National Laboratory,
Lemont, IL 60559, USA. 2Nuclear Engineering Division,
Argonne National Laboratory, Lemont, IL 60559, USA. 3Ad-
vanced Materials Laboratory, Nissan Research Center, Kana-
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